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PICKTHEWIN.COM
THE INSIDER’S ADVANTAGE

Jeff Gillis, founder and president
of pickthewin.com.

If you play to win...then
there’s plenty of winning you
can do simply by knowing
how the pros make
gambling a fulltime gig!

“I’ll show you right now the secrets they use to place
more winning sports wagers over and over again!”
Dear Sports Gambler,
Whether you wager a few
bucks or a bundle on sports
events, I’m going to assume
you do it to win.
And to start winning more
often…

I want you to know how
professional gamblers
play to win—how these
guys always seem to take
home the cash!
It starts by recognizing that
the odds are always stacked

against the average gambler,
that you are destined to
lose...unless you know the
inside information that it
takes to win.

events.

In this special report, I’ll
show you how to change
your betting strategies right
now to win more often and
make more money off sports
bets.

My name is Jeff Gillis,
president of pickthewin.com.
Over the last 7 years, I’ve
made my living knowing how
to win at sports gambling!
And there’s no magic in how
it’s done.

In fact, I can show you how
some guys make $5,000 to
$7,000 on a weekend simply
by wagering on sports

SPORTS GAMBLERS WINNING SECRET #1
Winners know one thing that the average gambler completely
misses. You can win a few games on luck, but you’ll lose most
games on ignorance. Amateurs make the same mistakes over and
over again. The money they bet is simply tossed on the table for
the winners to take. Last year, losers put more than
$00,000,000,000 on the line with poorly thought out, emotional
bets. The winning gambler knows where to find these weak plays,
step in, and pick up some easy cash. Pickthewin.com helps
expose those weak plays giving you an opportunity to get in on
easy pickings.
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This football season, I’m
personally targeting to win
more than $200,000 from
wagers I place!

We’re all piling up a
mountain of cash and
I can promise you,
there is absolutely
nothing stopping you
from doing exactly the
same thing.
You simply have to know
the gambling game...
but not like a sports fan!
That’s the idea behind
pickthewin.com. This is a
member-only service that
gives gamblers like you unre-

$99 New Subscribers Pre-Season Special… a GUARANTEED WIN… Cal

stricted, 24/7 access to all
the data we use to make
smarter bets and win time
and time again!
And as I explain how it’s
done, by the end of this
report, I’m betting you’ll
want to sign on with us as a
member too!
So, give me a few minutes
to show you how we’ll make
it work every weekend this
year.
I’ll start off by revealing
some closely-held secrets
that reveal how to…
■ Win more money every
week during the football
season!
■ Pick the winning bet,
and beat the line game
after game!
■ Avoid the sucker bets
that casinos use to take
your money!

SPORTS GAMBLERS WINNING SECRET #3
The most important determinants of any game’s outcome are
buried in details that most gamblers fail to recognize. The obvious
factors that everyone analyzes are rarely out of balance in the
odds. The imbalances, and thus the gambler’s winning edge, can
only be seen when key details are known in advance of the game.
Pickthewin.com provides the details that professional gamblers,
casinos and bookmakers depend on for winning.

■ And yes, astonish your
friends with the bets you
win week after week!
I’ll go so far as to suggest
you could one day make a
living simply by winning
sports bets!
I know what ignorance and
false pride costs. When I
started out, I was losing my
backside on crappy bets that I
placed every week.
I couldn’t figure why I kept
struggling with my calls.
At the office, I was the

“go to guy” for sports trivia.
I knew more about who was
playing whom, which players
were on a roll and which
weren’t…you probably know
the drill.

Despite all that,
I kept losing games and
losing money. I was a
great sports fan, but...

I was a lousy gambler!
I started to think I didn’t
have what it takes to win.
But, I KNEW that guys were
(continued on page 4)

SPORTS GAMBLERS
WINNING SECRET #2
Most gamblers place their
bets like a sports fan. They
support their favorite team
and pump up their game day
excitement by putting a “few
bucks” on the line. The winning gambler reads when
these players are dominating
a game, creating an opportunity to move in and make
some easy money. By subscribing to pickthewin.com,
you have ongoing access to
the information that reveals
where these winnings are
most likely to be found.

These guys may love the game...but that doesn’t make them winning gamblers.

l now 1-800-241-5925 (24/7) for immediate access to pickthewin.com!
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PICKTHEWIN.COM
SPORTS GAMBLERS WINNING SECRET #4
Winning gamblers know how a game can be impacted by the
inside knowledge the general sports fan never sees. At the same
time that the bookmakers odds are manipulated to take the average gambler’s money, the winning gambler recognizes how casinos create gaps that open opportunities for placing winning bets.
You can learn more about how the game is played by the casinos
and bookmakers through pickthewin.com.
(continued from page 3)

out there getting it right week
after week.
I was determined to uncover
their winning strategies and
start using them as my own.
What I ultimately learned
was that...

Every winning gambler
has a reliable, up-to-the
minute track on inside
sports information.
No, the “fix” is NOT in.
That’s not what I’m talking
about.
And I’m not talking about
the slick grocery store sports
magazines that I read cover to
cover...and did nothing to
prevent me from losing my
money!
I’m talking about getting the
kind of information that
showed me exactly when and
how to place smarter bets.
I’m talking about detailed,
inside information about:
teams, players, coaches, field
conditions, weather,
stadium records, injury
reports, egos, payroll…using
ALL of it to...
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Gain the edge that
winners use to stay on
the money side of the
wager.
Not only that…and this is
the really important
part…I’m talking about
understanding how all this
stuff comes together to
affect the bets you place on
the games they play!
That’s when I made a bold
change in how I approached
sports wagering.
I decided to get my hands

on the same information that
the casinos and bookmakers
use and figure out how to
gamble from their advanage…using the insider’s view.
That’s when I realized I
had to...

Stop thinking like a
sports fan and think more
like a winning gambler.
One thing became very
clear. To think like a winner,
I needed the same sports data
that the casinos and the
bookmakers like to hide from
public view.
Anyone can get it, if they
know where to go. But there’s
one big problem. A top notch
sports data service like the
casinos use is expensive… the
best ones can cost $25,000 to
$35,000 a year!
And I wanted to get data

Q&As from pickthewin.com subscribers

Q
A

“At the beginning of the week, one team may be a 6-1/2-point favorite
in a game. By Thursday or Friday, they’re an 8-1/2-point favorite.
Did the other team become that bad that quickly?”
At pickthewin.com, we hear this question a lot. But contrary to
what some people believe, lines or point spreads have only a little
to do with either team’s performance. When the line is set, it’s
because linemakers and handicappers have determined that one
team (the favorite) is stronger or superior to the other (the underdog).
Because people are more likely to wager on the favorite, linemakers try to even the betting by making the underdog more
appealing. If sports books and casinos find that bettors are still not
wagering evenly, they add more points in the underdog’s favor until
the betting is more or less equal. Bookmakers minimize their risk
by evening out the wagers.
Oftentimes, the spreads lag the gaming action, or the incentives
to bet on one team or the other creates a winning advantage for
the informed gambler. Pickthewin.com helps you spot these
advantages to place better bets.

$99 New Members Pre-Season Special… a SURE-FIRE WIN… Call n

from at least a half-dozen!
That’s when I hit on the
idea to create a website where
guys can get the very best
inside information, yet spread
the cost with others for a fraction of what casinos pay.
So, I ponied up the cash to
get started and created the
website, pickthewin.com.
This is a site where, fro a few
bucks a week, you can log on
for the hottest picks and the
inside action on all the major
sports events, just about
everything you would need to
know as a winning sports
gambler and...

SPORTS GAMBLERS WINNING SECRET #5
There is no guesswork or luck in sports gambling. It’s all about
knowing more than the next guy and placing your wagers to take
his money. That is the unvarnished fact. It means that each weekend, you either take the money or give it away. Winners simply
know more about their game than the losers and over the longhaul, that’s the deciding edge. Information is you edge and its all
there, with commentary and interpretation on pickthewin.com.

Put an end to bad bets
and start taking home
more winnings every time
you gamble.
No question, it was the right
decision for me. My bets
started improving immediately.

It was helping others too
because thousands of guys out
there are using inside information to win more often.

Everything you need to bet
smarter than the next guy
(continued on page 7)

How inside information lets the casinos win more often…
and how pickthewin.com could do the same for you.
You’ll find that almost every newspaper sports
section publishes weekly lines for upcoming
games.
Most list favorites and underdogs, as well as
point spreads for each matchup. Others include
Money Line wagers, showing you the amount of
money you must to wager to win a set amount.
But just where does all this information come
from? Who decides what team is better and by
how much? The answer is handicappers.
Casinos hire these professionals to analyze
detailed inside information and help set the
odds. That’s why handicappers know more about
team performance than most professional scouts
do. They examine every small detail that can
affect the outcome of the final score...and their
employers’ chance for winning.
Handicappers also examine and analyze the
intangibles that you won’t find in published
stats, such things as:

■ Heart – the passion of a star performer that you just
can’t measure
■ Streaks – who’s hot and who’s not that week

■ Team and player rivalries.
■ Player performance in key situations – is there a
‘superstar’ on the team who, alone, could affect the
outcome of the game?
All this inside information that never makes it
to the news lets the linemakers make a smarter
decision on rating the game. The casinos make
money when they are right…and they are right
more often than not. And of course, the lines
are set to favor the casino, not to favor you.
When you become a member at
pickethewin.com, you can play the game with
the inside information that gives you the winner’s advantage too. Join us today with a n0-risk
guarantee.
Receive this Special Report
FREE with Best Deal
Membership!
Play to Win…Bet to Win
12 Insider Secrets for
Winning Sports Wagers
A $19.95 value! See pages
14-15 for details…

Play to Win…
Bet to Win
12 Insider Secrets for Winning
Sports Wagers

now 1-800-241-5925 (24/7) for immediate access to pickthewin.com!
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PICKTHEWIN.COM
Information is everything to the winning gambler!
Handicappers and oddsmakers make their
money on what they know that others don’t. So
what any reasonable sports fan would wonder,
“What could I do if I could get this information
for myself?”
Well, did you know that many of the top handicappers in the industry actually make the information they supply to the casinos available to the
public?
At a price, of course. A very hefty price. That’s
where pickthewin.com comes in.
We pay that hefty price, just like the casinos do.
We then make it available to gamblers like you.
Pickthewin.com subscribes to the services
offered by the top handicappers. But we go one
step further than the casinos. We read the reports
from a variety of analysts, each working for different organizations in the industry.
We spot trends, examine patterns, compare
contradictory information and make recommendations for you. Not based on
one analysis, or even three or four, but based on
at least six reports compiled by the best and most
trusted analysts in the gaming industry.
We also compare the analysts to our own inhouse handicappers and information .providers.

(continued from page 5)

comes down to one
thing…detailed inside information.
I’m not talking about last
season’s team records, player
stats, starting roster or anything else that you can readily find in the sports pages.
I’m talking about details
that include data you may
never even have considered
before, maybe didn’t even
know existed!
Let me assure you, this data
6

■ Each day, we list our recommendations on
pickthewin.com for you to access anytime,
from any online computer.
■ Information is always fresh, up to the
minute, and as accurate as anything you’ll
find anywhere.
■ Coverage includes just about every sports
event you can wager on, game by game,
from college ball to pro hockey, from
exhibition season to the finals.
You get the highlights and conclusions of the
top handicappers in the industry, and you also
have something that even they don’t have. You
get access to our pickthewin.com sports statistics
database. We’ve built this database over the years,
comparing thousands and thousands of matchups.
It’s an invaluable information resource that’s at
your fingertips 24/7!
Receive this Special Report
FREE with Best Deal
Membership! Linesmakers,
Oddsmakers, Bookies and
More…How Big Money Is
Won and Lost in Sports
Gambling. A $19.95 value!
See pages 14-15 for details…

exists in abundance and the
guys that are winning are all
over it.

Think you have all the
sports news you need?
Think again!
If you are just a sports fan,
then almost any grocerystore publication will do fine
to keep up with your sports
news.
But if you are a sports
gambler…

Linesmakers,
Oddsmakers,
Bookies and
More…
How Big Money is
Won and Lost
in Sports Gambling

I’m going to make you
smart enough to pick the
better bet a majority of
the time…and start winning more than you lose.
Notice I didn’t say the “pick
better team” or “win every
time.”
Even winning gamblers lose
bets. But winning gamblers
DON’T LOSE MONEY!
They don’t pick the better
team…they pick the better
bet.

$99 New Members Pre-Season Special… a SURE-FIRE WIN… Call n

Playing the better team can
be a sucker’s bet. What you
must learn is how to place
wagers with the knowledge
and understanding that casinos use to take millions of
dollars every weekend from
gamblers who get it wrong.
Even if you wager only a
few dollars every once in a
while… I assume that this
knowledge will be valuable to
you. After all…

You do not wager your
money on a sports event
with the intention to lose!
How Casinos win
Here’s how pro gamblers
take advantage of their inside
knowledge to pluck money
from the betting public and
line their pockets with big
winnings!
They start by understanding
how the casinos are making
money at this game. And

keep in mind, except on very
rare occasions, casinos always
win! And they do that by
controlling the odds.
Let me add some detail to
that.

Casinos are not your
friends, and they don’t
play on a level field with
anyone.
Casinos make money by
using inside information to
manipulate odds, not by making bets.
This means that they’re not
in business to wager, they’re
in the business of stacking
the odds against you, their
customers.
If you think this is obvious,
good, you’re on the right
track.
Enormous profits are made
by manipulating the odds. It’s
done every day as millions of
fans pour money into the

Q&As from pickthewin.com subscribers

Q
A

“Is it important to know the lingo when I’m placing a bet?”

Sports wagering has evolved a language of its own. Betting a ‘buck’
means you have $100 on the line. A ‘dime’ becomes $1,000. A hook means
half a point. And ‘juice’ has nothing to do with breakfast. You don’t need to
know any of it.
At pickthewin.com, we don’t hide behind the language. We just say it in
plain English. We’re in the business to help you win. We read through the
reports by the most respected linemakers and handicappers in the industry
and give you our informed opinion on which way to bet. If we ever use an
unfamiliar term or discuss an idea that you are not familiar with, all you have
to do is ask. We’ll make sure you get the answer. .
Subscribe now with one of our outstanding offers on page 15 of this
report. PLUS, when you subscribe within the next 10 days, your name will be
entered into a draw to WIN A TRIP FOR 2 TO LAS VEGAS. Turn to page 15 to
order now!

SPORTS GAMBLERS
WINNING SECRET #6
Being a sports fan is one
thing…being a winning gambler is something else again!
A winning gambler knows the
difference and bets objectively, not emotionally. The only
way to consistently bet objectively is to have more information than the next guy. Get
the inside information that
affects a game and gain your
edge on that advantage.
Eliminate emotion from your
gambling by subscribing to
pickethewin.com and hone in
on the gambler’s edge.

casinos’ and bookmakers’
gambling machine.
And the fans pour that
money into the machine
using information that they
read in all the usual sports
publications.
You need only turn to your
local news sports pages to
find how worthless that can
be to a winning gambler.
Here’s the kicker. More
often than not, the linemakers who set the spreads and
the handicappers that follow
them are tied in with the
casinos. These guys are not
independent. They don’t
serve their readers. They
serve their masters, the casinos.
Linemakers analyze all the
teams and players every day of
the week. They set the lines
and open or close the spreads,
right up to gametime. In
(continued on page 8)

now 1-800-241-5925 (24/7) for immediate access to pickthewin.com!
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PICKTHEWIN.COM
(continued from page 7)

edge.

other words, they set the odds
that fans read in the paper!

My staff and I subscribe to
the reports and newsletters
written by the top handicappers in the business. These
are the same guys that the
casinos follow.

And they do it with one
purpose foremost…to help
the casinos keep their winning edge.
We do the same. We give
our Members the winning

We have some of the
smartest guys in the industry
working here, collecting

information from their own
sources as well.
We take the time to evaluate all of it, including the top
handicapper observations,
their tips and their secrets.
We then make the info and
picks available to you – at a
fraction of what it would cost
you any other way.

Pickthewin.com vs. tout services: what’s the differenc
You may have seen those
tout services advertised on
late-night cable TV. So what
makes pickthewin.com any
different?
Well, the one main difference, really, is integrity. Many
of those tout services you see
on television disguise their
commercials as news programming. They hope to fool
you by making you think
they’re bringing you breakthrough reporting. They even
offer you free picks – all you
have to do is call in and listen.
Many of these ‘scam-dicappers’ offer ‘locks’ or surethings to their viewers, with
the assumption that when
you win, you’ll subscribe to
their service. It’s funny,
though, how half their callers
often get one team as the
‘lock of the week’ while the
other half of callers get the
opposing team.
It’s really not difficult to
increase your winning odds
with half your audience.
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At pickthewin.com,
however, we actually work
for our Members.
We do the analysis based on
information provided by the
best in the industry, and we
give you our picks. And
everyone gets the same picks
– we don’t split them 50/50.
We also don’t favor one
team over another just
because Vegas wants us to. –
Pickthewin.com is not affiliated with any other website,
Sports Books or casino.
We’re completely unbiased
about who supplies or gets
our information.

Pickthewin.com:
designed for novices and
seasoned bettors alike
You may never have made a
bet at a Sports Book in your
life. Or maybe you’ve been
placing bets on games for
years.
Whatever your level of
expertise, pickthewin.com is
ideal. Because pickthewin.com

isn’t a service that is designed
for any one specific group of
wagerers. So unless you’re in
Vegas doing nothing but placing bets for a living, pickthewin.com is a valuable
resource for you.
For the new gamer, we give
you the best picks for every
game of the season, based on
detailed analysis of information from the top handicappers in the industry – the
same ones who give the casinos their info.

Reduce the edge that
casinos have worked hard
to build.
Pickthewin.com also gives
you access to a valuable database service that compiles
information from the industry
leaders – the same ones that
supply the top Sports Books
in the country and on the
Internet. Besides schedules,
standings and scoreboards,
this database offers you:
■ live lines, scores and info

$99 New Members Pre-Season Special… a SURE-FIRE WIN… Call n

We’re sports gamblers
that know what you
need to win!
At pickthewin.com, it’s all
about winning. And if you
like to win...call now and let’s
get started!
With pickthewin.com, you
gain 24/7 access to the most

ce?
■ comprehensive, searchable
and sortable data including
head-to-head matchups
■ offensive and defensive
team and player stats
■ odds
■ handicapping trends
■ who’s hot and who’s not,
…and a lot more!
It’s information and
matchup reports for 10 major
sports at your fingertips that
Sports Books pay thousands
of dollars for each year.
Receive this Special Report
FREE with Best Deal
Membership! Great Sport
Fan…Lousy Gambler! The 7
Blunders that Sports Fans
Routinely
Great
Make
Sport
When
fan…
Gambling.
Lousy…
A $19.95
Gambler
value! See
The 7 Blunders
that Sports Fans
pages 14-15
Routinely Make
When Gambling
for details.

comprehensive stockpile of
sports data, inside information, expert analysis, gamblers secrets, and more for a
price that is a fraction of
what it could be worth to you
in winnings.
You get:
Unlimited access to the
Members-only
pickthewin.com website
Up-to-the-minute situation
reports on key games
If you're serious about betting to win…then…
You should stop what
you're doing right now, get
on the phone and call 1-800000-0000 to sign on to pickthewin.com…today!
With your Membership,
you get immediate, unlimited
online access to
pickthewin.com the only
winning gambler's sports
information source you'll
ever need to use.
What's more, I guarantee
you'll more than make your
money back on your
Membership. Start using
pickthewin.com right away
and use it to make smarter

wagers. If it isn't helping you
win more money right
away…just let me know! My
Money-Back Triple
Guarantee (page 14) let's you
make your Membership decision now at no-risk!
Call right now and starting
gambling with inside information you need to make all
the winning calls you want to
play.
And, if you sign up using
my Best Deal package, I'll
also see that you get FREE
copies of all 4 of my most
current special Reports:
■ The 10 Best Places to Bet
on Sports…And 4 Sites
to Avoid like the Plague!
The 2004-2005 Sports
Gamblers Guide
■ Play to Win…Bet to Win
12 Insider Secrets for
Winning Sports Wagers
■ Linesmakers,
Oddsmakers, Bookies and
More…
How Big Money Is Won
and Lost in Sports
Gambling.
(continued on page 10)

SPORTS GAMBLERS WINNING SECRET #7
Don’t bet too early. In fact, the best time to make any bet is at
the very last minute! Factors change minute by minute that affect
the possible outcome of a game. The teams are in no hurry to
make that information public either. However, there are “leak”
channels that feed the handicappers the kind of information they
need to tweak the spreads. Most gamblers miss these changes and
lose as a result. Pickthewin.com taps those leak channels for you,
making sure that you never bet at a disadvantage.

now 1-800-241-5925 (24/7) for immediate access to pickthewin.com!
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PICKTHEWIN.COM
(continued from page 9)

■ Great Sport Fan…
Lousy Gambler!
The 7 Blunders that
Sports Fans Routinely
Make When Gambling
Plus this early-bird
Special Report available
FREE to Members who
sign on in then next
10 days…
■ 2004-2005 NFL
Pre-Season Report
All these Special
Reports will help
you quickly gain the
gamblers edge and
capture your winning
advantages from the
pickthewin.com website.
That includes:
■ Pickthewin.com picks of
the week…our experts'
opinions of the bets you
can make with greatest

chance of winning
■ Up to the minute information on the most
important factors affecting outcomes in major
league football, baseball,
hockey, college ball, and
NASCAR.

Q&As from pickthewin.com subscribers

Q
A

“When is the best time to place my wager – early in the
week, or just before game time?”

While early lines may look good, we at Pickthewin.com
believe it’s always best to wait. There are so many factors
that could affect a matchup that are just unknown at the
beginning of the week: player injuries reports, severe weather
conditions, etc.
Pickthewin.com analyzes these factors throughout the
week as reported by the most respected handicappers in the
industry. You’ll hear about all their changes as soon as we
do.
At pickthewin.com, you always have continuous access to
the most current, insightful information anywhere.
Subscribe now with one of our outstanding offers on page
15 of this report. PLUS, when you subscribe within the next
10 days, your name will be entered into a draw to WIN A
TRIP FOR 2 TO LAS VEGAS. Turn to page 15 to order now!
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■ Complete coverage of
pre-season, exhibition,
regular season and
playoffs.
■ Access to our extensive
pickthewin.com sports
information database. A
data-rich historical
resource for professional
sports facts…and a great
source for settling side
bets with friends!
■ Knowledgeable coverage
of all the betting action
that's taking place on the
professional and college
games we follow, including last-minute opportunity wagers you can place
on game day!
■ Plus much more that you
can discover simply by
signing on today with
our risk-free, tripleguarantee.
That's why you should not
make another bet of any kind
without trying us at least
once.

$99 New Members Pre-Season Special… a SURE-FIRE WIN… Call n

At pickthewin.com, we're
all about the winnings. And if
you like to win when you
gamble,…call now and let's
get started
Sincerely,

Jeff Gillis
President, pickthewin.com
P.S. The NFL pre-season is
fast approaching and some of
the best wagers you can make
are right now. That’s because
many fans will be betting on
last year’s data…the worst
data in the world for picking
winning games.
Our handicapper’s are feeding on a torrent information
leaks I told you about earlier.
Rarely does that information
get into the press, so most
pre-season gamblers are at a
huge disadvantage!
Call now, 1-800-241-5925
and subscribe to pickthewin.com using the oneyear new subscriber special
and my 101% Guaranteed
Satisfaction Win.

Turn the page
for Membership
details and a
limited-time
special offer!

Whom can you trust?
How Pickthewin.com can help you spot betting industry
scammers, and how to avoid them
It probably shouldn’t come as a great shock to you that the
industry of sports betting has its share of scams and disreputable
organizations. After all, real sports wagering is only legal in certain parts of the US, and most of the online casinos that want
your money are off-shore corporations that work outside of the
jurisdiction of the US legal system.
So, where can you go to wager without fear of unnecessarily
risking your hard-earned money?
At Pickthewin.com, we analyze the industry in a special section
on our website, giving you valuable tips and information to help
you wager safely. You’ll find insider info, including:
■ Tips for selecting a Sports Books
■ Recommended Sports Books
■ Industry blacklists – the sites to avoid
■ Who pays on time, and who’s slow to pay
■ The safest countries to place your bet in
■ Gaming commissions what they can do for you
■ The top scams in the industry, and how to spot them

Pickthewin.com also goes into detail about how to wager, and
where to go to wager safely.
We examine topics such as the misleading bonus offers that
casinos and Sports Books make to get you in their doors or onto
their site.
We compare bonus offers from reputable sites and show you the
industry averages.
Remember: if it looks too good to be true, it probably is.

Sign on now and receive
this special report, FREE!
The 2004-2005 Sports Gamblers
Guide: The 10 Best Places to Bet on
Sports…and 4 Sites to Avoid Like
the Plague! A $29.95 value!

The 2004-2005
Sports Gamblers Guide:
The 10 Best Places to Bet on
Sports…and 4 Sites to Avoid Like
the Plague!

Receive you FREE copy immediately
by subscribing today! See page 15 or...
Call 1-800-241-5925 24 hours a day,
7 days a week!

now 1-800-241-5925 (24/7) for immediate access to pickthewin.com!
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Helping MEMBERS Win!
10 Decisive Factors Handicappers
Look At Before Game Time
Handicappers are information sponges. They soak
up as much data as they possibly can, right up
until the last possible second before game time, to
determine the best odds. Here are my top 10 factors used to set the lines for a football game:
1. Performance in
weather conditions
2. Performance in outdoor stadiums
vs. indoor stadiums
3. Home and away
records for both
teams
4. Team vs. team outcomes from the past
5. Quarterback performance
6. Offensive and defensive matchups:
7. Offensive linesmen vs. defensive linesmen
8. Running and passing games vs. defense
9. Defense vs. passing and running games
10. Standout or ‘star’ players on each team
PLUS, there are all the intangibles – the things
that don’t make sense, but really can affect scores,
like player superstitions, player and coaching staff
attitudes leading up to the games, etc. And that’s
just one pro sport. Imagine trying to manage this
kind of information for 10 different sports leagues
throughout the year!

LEARN FROM THE BEST
At pickthewin.com, you have access to the most
up-to-date, informed, insightful, and winning
information anywhere. Find out how to order one
of our outstanding Membership package on page
15 of this report.
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Pickthewin.com: your best
source for premium picks
At pickthewin.com, my research staff
scours every top source—from reports and
newsletters from the best handicappers in
the business to our own extensive database
of player and team stats.
My team of industry experts compiles
and analyzes all the information to create
the ultimate picks for you each and every
week.
We all know that an informed pick is
almost always the best (and most profitable) pick.
And now, you can take advantage of the
best source of handicapping information in
the business, from pickthewin.com. Each
week, we’ll save you a lot of time and a lot
of money by offering you:
■ The best picks—at a fraction of the
cost of all the reports and information
you’d have to read and dissect for
yourself
■ Recommendations for every game, from
college ball to pro hockey, from exhibition season to the finals
■ Information that’s up-to-the-minute
accurate—unlike the out-of-date stuff
you get from forecaster magazines and
services
■ A valuable resource of information for
new gamers and seasoned bettors alike
■ Access to our extensive database,
which includes premium matchup
reports for 10 sports, including NFL,
MLB, NCAAF,
NCAAB, NHL, and NASCAR
You won’t find a more comprehensive
source of betting information anywhere
else. And now, for a limited time, you can
order any one of our packages at special
one-time price.

$99 New Members Pre-Season Special… a SURE-FIRE WIN… Call n

Stop waiting and start winning.
Become a Member now at pickthewin.com!

>
>
>

Call 1-800-241-5925 for immediate access...
24 hours a day, 7 days a week! Or, use the form on page 15 to fax or mail!

PACKAGE #1—Our BEST Deal Includes 4 FREE Special Reports (see page 14)
ONE-YEAR ALL-EVENTS PACKAGE—SAVE 50% OFF MONTHLY PRICE
Our very best membership offer! You receive one full year of our premium picks which includes picks for professional sports such as NBA, NFL, MLB, NHL, CFL, Tennis, Soccer, NCAAB, NCAAF, NASCAR, and F1. These
are picks based on our data from the top handicappers available as well as our research team.
◆ PLUS you get a one-year subscription to our premium newsletter, offering handicapping tips, Sports Books
ratings, plus news and updates on current events in the sports and sports wagering industry.
◆ PLUS you get a FREE entry into our bonus drawings for great prizes!

*ONLY $595.00! 100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

PACKAGE #2—GREAT Deal Includes 3 FREE Special Reports (see page 14)
FULL-SEASON FOOTBALL PACKAGE—SAVE 00% OFF MONTHLY PRICE
Includes pre-season and post-season coverage through the ProBowl!
You receive a full season of premium picks from the top handicappers in the industry for the NFL and NCAA
football seasons, plus all the features of the one-year subscription (sports database excluded).
Includes picks from all professional sports coverage, including NBA, NFL, MLB, NHL, CFL, Tennis, Soccer,
NCAAF, NCAAB, NASCAR, and F1 absolutely FREE.

*ONLY $395.00! 100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

PACKAGE #3—GOOD Deal For New Member’s ONLY!
30-DAY $99 DISCOUNT TEST PACKAGE…A SURE FIRE WIN!
Not valid for past subscribers or renewals!
A Sure-Fire WINNER!
Not sure if a sports service is right for you?
Here’s how to play to win with no risk!
Check this option and let us bill your credit card $99
right now…
You gain full access to pickthewin.com with no
restrictions and no limitations (excluding sports database). Use the information. Test our picks. Place your
wagers. Within 14 days, if you decide it’s not right for
you, cancel your membership and we’ll send you
$100…a sure-fire win!
If you decide that you can make more winning bets

and that you will make more money with our service…do nothing more. We’ll automatically bill your
account $196 for the remaining balance of the Full
Season Football Package…giving you all the football
coverage you need (plus the other sports coverage we
offer at that time) clear through the Pro Bowl in 2005!
Start using pickthewin.com immediately!
CALL NOW: 1-800-241-5925 24 HOURS A DAY, 7
DAYS A WEEK
Your online access to the pickthewin.com sports
information service will be activated on the spot, with
your own personal log on ID and password.
Call now and start winning now!

now 1-800-241-5925 (24/7) for immediate access to pickthewin.com!
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Additional FREE GIFTS for
ALL New Members!
The 2004-2005
Sports Gamblers Guide:
The 10 Best Places to Bet on
Sports…and 4 Sites to Avoid Like
the Plague!

HOT SHEET SPECIAL SPORTS REPORT:

The 2004-2005 Sports Gamblers Guide
The 10 best places to bet on sports
plus..and 4 sites to avoid like the plague!

This is “must know” information for the 20042005 sports season. Insider Jeff Gillis tells you his
picks for the best bookmakers on the Web, where
good service and gambler-friendly play keeps your
winning edge sharp. This extraordinarily valuable report cannot be found
anywhere else, and it comes to you free with any new subscription to
pickthewin.com!
FREE with Best Deal
Membership! Play
12 Insider Secrets for Winning
to Win…Bet to
Sports Wagers
Win 12 Insider
Secrets for
Winning Sports
Wagers. 12 secrets
for smarter bets and
plus the
pickthewin.com Winner's Checklist. A
$19.95 value!

FREE with Best Deal
Membership!
Linesmakers,
Oddsmakers,
Bookies and
The 7 Blunders
More…How Big
that Sports Fans
Routinely Make
Money Is Won and
When Gambling
Lost in Sports
Gambling. Reveals
the realities of sports wagering and what
you must know before gambling. A $19.95
value!

FREE with Best Deal
Membership! Great
Sport Fan…Lousy
Gambler! The 7
How Big Money is
Blunders that
Won and Lost
in Sports Gambling
Sports Fans
Routinely Make
When Gambling.
Understand why the
sports fans make these common gambling
mistakes. A $19.95 value!

Early Bird Special

Play to Win…
Bet to Win

Linesmakers,
Oddsmakers,
Bookies and
More…

Great
Sport
fan…
Lousy…
Gambler

20042005
NFL
Season
PreSeason
Report

FREE to all new
Members signing
within 10 days!
2004-2005
NFL Season PreSeason Report
Get the jump on regular season action with
this informative

Get in Now!
4 ways to start
your membership to
pickthewin.com
❶ ONLINE 24/7 log onto
the New Members webpage
www.colemanpredicts.com

❷ By Phone 24/7 Call now
for immediate access to
pickthewin.com website

1-800-241-5925

❸ FAX 24/7
FAX both sides of this form to
1-800-241-5931

Special Report.

100% MONEY-BACK TRIPLE GUARANTEE
1. I want you to start winning immediately with pickthewin.com. Sign on today
and get started knowing that if you are not completely satisfied, let me know
within 14 days of your start date and I'll see that every penny of your money
is refunded with my thanks for giving us a try.
2. After 14 days, you can still cancel anytime for a full refund of you're the
unused portion of your Membership up to 30 days from the start date.

❹ MAIL
Complete the New Member
Enrollment Form on page 15
and mail to:
Pickthewin.com
PO Box 1448
Blaine, WA 98231-9910

3. If you choose to cancel for any reason, you may retain all the FREE Special
Reports you received with your Membership, plus any additional reports and
data that you accessed from the pickthewin.com website…once again, with
my thanks for giving us a try.
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$99 New Members Pre-Season Special… a SURE-FIRE WIN… Call n

New Member Enrollment Form
THE
PICKTHEWIN.COM
DATABASE
Exclusively available
TO ALL MEMBERS!
It’s an amazing resource, and
one that you’ll come back to again
and again. The pickthewin.com
database provides you with
extensive handicapping resource
includes premium matchup
reports for 10 sports,

❏ YES! I want to win more often! I want to
stop playing like a sports fan and start winning like a pro! Sign me up
for the pickthewin.com subscription I’ve indicated below, plus send me
all the free bonus offers ASAP! I also understand that I must be completely satisfied with the winning I can expect, or you’ll refund my
money under the terms of your Triple Satisfaction Guarantee!
1. PLEASE SELECT PREFERRED SUBSCRIPTION PACKAGE

❏ BEST DEAL! One-Year All Events Package

Includes The 2004-2005 Gamblers Guide...A $00
Value! plus 3 Special Bonus Reports...A $000 Value!
Choose this option for one full year of our premium picks from top
handicappers and our amazing research team! Includes a matching
subscription to our premium newsletter, plus FREE entry into all our
bonus drawings for great prizes! Save $000 over single season package!

PLUS:
• Stats on the last 10 games
• Recent Team Form/Streak

Only $595.00! Satisfaction Triple Guarantee! See page 13 for details.

❏ GREAT DEAL! Full-Season Football Package

Includes The 2004-2005 Gamblers Guide...A $00 Value!

• Betting Situations

Choose this option for one full season of premium picks through the entire
NFL and NCAA seasons! Includes a matching subscription to our premium
newsletter and FREE entry into all our bonus drawings for great prizes!

• Head to Head
• Team vs Divisional or
Conference
• Top 3/Bottom 3 trends

Only $395.00! Satisfaction Triple Guarantee! See page 13 for details.

❏ GOOD DEAL! $99 New Subscriber Trial Package

Credit card only!Includes The 2004-2005 Gamblers Guide...A
$00 Value! Choose this option for One-month ‘test drive’ of our Full
Season Football Package! If you choose to cancel within 14 days, you’ll be
refunded $100, a guaranteed win! If you have not canceled at the end of
30 days, your credit card will be billed for the balance of the Full-Season
Football Package ($196) with all the benefits of the full season subscription! See page 00 for details.

• Handicapping Trends
• Offense/Defense Super
Grid
• Searchable Databases
• Sortable Offensive Stats
pages
• Sortable Defensive pages

2. PLEASE SELECT PREFERRED METHOD OF PAYMENT

• Sortable Who’s Hot and
Who’s Not pages

❑ Check or money order enclosed (please make payable to ISIL)

• Sortable in 5 to 8 different
statistical categories
• Control results for last 5 or
last 10 games
• Standings
• Schedules

❑ Charge to my: ❑ VISA

❑ Master Card

NAME ON CARD:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

CARD #:

STATE:

ZIP:

3–DIGIT SECURITY CODE:

• Scoreboards
• Odds (Vegas Line, and 2 or
3 Sports Book betting lines)

EXPIRATION DATE:

SIGNATURE:

• Game Previews
DAYTIME PHONE:

• Databases
THE PICKTHEWIN.COM
DATABASE IS AVAILABLE
TO ALL MEMBERS!

FAX:

(IN CASE WE HAVE ANY QUESTIONS)

EMAIL:

Mail this form in the enclosed poatage-paid envelope or use your own addressed to:
pickthewin.com, PO Box 1448, Blaine, WA 98231-9910
Fax credit card orders to 1-800-241-5931

now 1-800-241-5925 (24/7) for immediate access to pickthewin.com!
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These sports fans have one thing in common
that gives you a winning edge
every time you place a sports bet…
win more often…how they accumulate
Yes, they know their sports. Yes, they winnings at the expense of exuberant
sports fans who know the game…but
want their home team to win.
But in the end… they’re all terrible lose the wager!
gamblers!
If you know why these fans bet their
Give them the credit they deserve money and why they consistently lose
for loving the game, but don’t give (oftentimes willingly!)…then you’ll
step in line with the world’s best,
them your money!
Instead, help yourself to the money most successful sports gamblers and
earn your fair share of the winnings!
they’re losing over and over again!
See inside for all the exciting facts
In this pre-season special report,
that
can make you a world-class
you’ll learn the important secrets that
successful gamblers use to wager and sports gambling winner!
…IF YOU KNOW HOW TO PLAY IT!

pickthewin.com
PO Box 1448
Blaine, WA 98231-9910

Jeff Gillis is one of
America’s top sports insiders, gaming professionals,
president and founder of
pickthewin.com Because
you are sports fan, you are
receiving this special
report, compliments of Jeff
Gillis, with the information
you need to become a more
successful gambling prior
to the start of this year’s
NFL season.
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